COVID-19 Impact
Return to the Workplace Poll Results
Coronavirus is impacting businesses at an
unprecedented level and speed, catapulting companies
to adjust to ever changing circumstances and
uncertainty. Most have lowered revenue projections,
accelerated layoffs and cut other expenses.
I have the data and information I need about
our current workplace and people to navigate
returning to the office post-COVID-19.

36%

We polled our CFO community as we believe
exchanging best practices, war stories, and potential
solutions will inure to the benefit of CFOs and build a
stronger finance community.

I know today which people and functions in
our organization should return to the office
first post-COVID-19.

23%

64%

77%
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Yes
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No

Who in your organization will lead the
decision on return-to-office protocols?

8%

8%

5%

79%
CEO

CFO

COO

Risk Management

After the stay-at-home orders are lifted and workforces begin the gradual return to an
office environment, what change will be your organization's top workplace priority?
36%

Workplaces to shrink as more employees work remotely

31%

Maintain or expand 6-foot distance between occupants

23%

More extensive cleaning and sanitation standards
Increase in automation and touchless work environments

10%

Connect with the business community | Share best practices | Learn from top business leaders

About the Program
The CFO Forum is a meeting place for CFOs to connect with their colleagues while gaining access
to topical research and expert thinking from top business leaders. By utilizing a mix of high-profile
speakers, panel discussions and engaging educational content, the CFO Forum enables its participants
to gain a competitive advantage and to better meet today’s complex business challenges.
The open forum offers ample opportunity for discussions and the exchange of best practices with fellow
CFOs. High-level speakers not only provide participants insight into macro trends but strategic advice
on how to successfully balance their numerous responsibilities and drive their company’s objectives.
Our partnership balances the broad expertise of a leading academic institution with the specialized
knowledge of international business firms. Based in Atlanta, GA, the CFO Forum will expand into
additional markets in 2020.
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